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Grades: 	Upper Elementary (3–5)
Subjects: 	Visual Arts, English—Language Arts 
Time Required:	3 class periods
Author: 	Barbara Eisner, 3rd Grade Teacher
	Bret Harte Elementary School, Burbank Unified School District

Featured Getty Artwork: 
             Statue of Jupiter, Roman
http://www.getty.edu/art/collections/objects/o8133.html
             Cult Statue of a Goddess, perhaps Aphrodite, Greek
		http://www.getty.edu/art/collections/objects/o15050.html
Seated Poet and Sirens, Greek
http://www.getty.edu/art/collections/objects/o8398.html
Statuette of Dionysos with an Animal, Roman
             http://www.getty.edu/art/collections/objects/o35443.html

Lesson Overview: 
After reading The Mysterious Giant of Barletta by Tomie DePaola, a story about an ancient Roman statue that comes to life, students create a paper sculpture based on ancient Greek and Roman statues in the Getty Museum. They then write a narrative story told from the viewpoint of their sculpture.  

Learning Objectives:
Students should be able to: 
- discuss events in a story from the viewpoint of a character in the story.
- apply stylistic and historical knowledge to create a paper reproduction of a sculpture.
- write a story told from the viewpoint of the statue they created.

Materials: 
- The Mysterious Giant of Barletta by Tomie DePaola, Voyager Books, 1988.
- Transparencies and/or postcards of featured Getty artworks
- Card stock or railroad board for sculpture
- Drawing paper (12 x 12 in.) for triorama
- Fine and extra fine Sharpie markers
- Colored pencils or crayons
- Construction paper 

Steps: 
1.  Activate students' background knowledge by asking them to brainstorm everything they know about ancient Rome. If desired, display pictures of Roman monuments such as the Coliseum. Have students ever heard of ancient Rome? What do they know about it? Ask students if they have ever heard of Italy. What do they know about it? Explain that ancient Rome was a civilization in Europe about 2,000 years ago, and that this country is now called Italy. If desired, show students a map of Italy and point out the city of Rome. Then ask them to look at the illustration of the statue of the Mysterious Giant in the book. Is this a new statue or an old statue? (An old statue.) How do they know that it is old? (He is wearing a toga and Roman sandals.  He is dirty and broken.) What do they think the Mysterious Giant is made from? (Marble or other stone). Why does he have his hand raised? (He may be speaking in front of a crowd or calling attention to an important point.)
Have students work in pairs to read the story The Mysterious Giant of Barletta. One student will read the first half of the story aloud and the other will read the second half aloud.

2.   The Mysterious Giant of Barletta is an Italian folktale adapted and illustrated by Tomie DePaola. It is the story of a town in Italy, Barletta, and a statue that stood in front of the Church of San Sepolcro. The statue had been in the square as long as anyone could remember. Everyone in the town loved the statue and would greet it or play at its feet. Things change when the people of Barletta hear about an army coming their way to destroy the town. Everyone panics except for old Zia Concetta. Zia tells the statue that it can do something to save the town because of its size. Zia makes a plan to save the town. She asks for an onion and tells everyone to hide and not to ask questions. When the army comes marching into town, the Giant saves the town by crying and wailing that other boys won't let him play with him due to his size. The army becomes frightened and leaves the town. Barletta is saved!

Discuss the story by asking some of the following questions: What was life like in Barletta? What is the importance of the statue? What words describe Zia Concetta? Why does the Giant step down from his pedestal? How does Zia solve the problem of the invading army? What do the soldiers think of the people of Barletta? What do you think will happen to the Giant now that he has helped to save the town? Tell students how ancient statues from the Roman Empire often wash up on the shores of Italy today.

3.   Look at images from the Getty Museum’s collection of antiquities. Begin with the Statue of Jupiter. Ask students to find ways that this statue is similar to the Mysterious Giant (he is wearing a toga and Roman sandals, he is made of stone, and he is raising his arm.) Explain to students that Jupiter (called Zeus by the Greeks) was the king of gods. Ask students to explain how the artist made this figure look like a god. (He is sitting on a throne, he has a full beard, and he has a powerful body.) Explain to students that Jupiter's upheld arm once held a thunderbolt and that the sculpture is larger than life-size—the seated Jupiter is almost seven feet tall.

Discuss what students see using the following questions: Who are these figures? What do you think they represent? Ask them to describe their poses, gestures, and facial expressions. Ask why students think the artist posed the figure(s) this way. What do the poses tell us about what the figures are doing and who they are? What other objects accompany the figures (clothing, shoes, animals, musical instruments)? How do these objects tell us who this person might be? Ask, Why do you think some of the parts are missing from these statues? Have students demonstrate some of the poses to help facilitate the discussion and to encourage them to look more closely at the art.

4.  Tell students they will create their own statue and bring it to life with their own story, just like the statue in the book. Model the creation of a paper statue for students. Using a pencil, draw the contour shape of a figure onto cardstock or railroad board. Begin with the head and work down to the neck, shoulders, chest, etc. until you finish with the feet. You can leave parts off, such as an arm or leg, in your demonstration to mimic some of the ancient statues. Next, use various lines to fill in the figure. Make sure to include a tunic or toga or other accessories, such as an animal. Then go over the pencil lines with a Sharpie. 

5.  Cut the drawing out and demonstrate how to make a gusset-style stand: From a corner of card stock, cut a right triangle (cut two sides of equal length, so the triangle has two 45-degree angles and one 90-degree angle, from the corner). Also cut a square of card stock about the same size as the triangle. Glue one of the short sides of the triangle to the leg of the statue, and the other side to the square piece of cardstock, which will rest flat on the ground. Hold until the glue sets and the statue will stand firmly. 

6.  Students create a statue in the manner you demonstrated. They then create a context for their statue. Explain to them that they will create a scene depicting an ancient ruin and including a landscape. Tell students, Imagine that you are the statue you created. If you were a statue, where would you want to stand—in a museum, in a meadow, in a busy city square, by the side of a road? 

Demonstrate how to create a triorama. Take a 12 x 12-in. piece of drawing paper and fold it on the diagonal to make a triangle. Open the paper and fold it again on the other diagonal. You now have two folds in the paper that create an X. Cut one of the legs of the X from the corner of the paper, stopping at the center of the X. Overlap the sections next to the cut to make a shape that looks like a corner. Have the students draw a landscape on the three panels using colored pencils or crayons. After the landscapes are drawn, glue the overlapped pieces together. 

7.  Have students write a narrative story from the point of view of their statue. Remind students that the Mysterious Giant in the story has human qualities. Tell students, Imagine that you are the statue you created, standing in the landscape you just drew. How would you feel about the place you stood all day long? How would you feel standing all day, looking at the same thing, without moving? What things might you observe from where you stood? Who could you talk to? Describe some of the activities that might happen around you. Are you alone or surrounded by other people and things? If you are outside, what else is around you? What would it feel like during rainy weather if you were outside? 

8.  Have students create a storyboard or web to organize their ideas. Go through the writing process to help students write a narrative about their statue. After the stories have been revised and edited, students will publish (word process) their stories. These can be displayed next to their triorama and statue.
            

Standards Addressed:  

Visual Arts Standards for California Public Schools
Grade 3
Connections, Relationships, Applications
5.2  Write a poem or story inspired by their own works of art.

Language Arts Standards for California Public Schools
Grade 3
Literary Response and Analysis
3.3  Determine what characters are like by what they say or do and by how the author or illustrator portrays them.

Writing Applications (Genres and Their Characteristics)
2.2  Write descriptions that use concrete sensory details to present and support unified impressions of people, places, things, or experiences.    


What I Learned: 
This lesson was very successful. Tomie DePaola’s story was motivating and led to the idea for this lesson. Knowing we were going to visit the Getty gave me the idea to incorporate antiquities. Viewing art from the Getty collection helped the children see various statues that were real. The statues that the students made, along with the background in the trioramas, helped the children write their stories.   

